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2001-2002
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Department of Biology
BS Biology
BS Biology, Secondary Education
MS Biology
MS Biology, Secondary Education

Department of Sociology and Social Work
BS Sociology
BSW Social Work
MSW Social Work (Joint with UNC-G)

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Department of Industrial Engineering
BS Industrial Engineering
MS Industrial Engineering
PhD Industrial Engineering

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Department of Agribusiness, Applied Economics and Agriscience Education
BS Agricultural Economics
BS Agricultural Education
MS Agricultural Economics
MS Agricultural Education

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
Department of Accounting
BS Accounting

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Department of Human Development and Services
MS Adult Education
MS Counselor Education
MS Human Resources

SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY
Department of Manufacturing Systems
BS Manufacturing Systems
MSIT Industrial Technology
2002-2003

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Department of Chemistry
BS Chemistry
BS Chemistry, Secondary Education
MS Chemistry
MS Chemistry, Secondary Education

Department of English
BA English
BS English, Secondary Education
MA English and African American Literature
MS English Education

Department of History
BA History
BS History, Secondary Education
MS History, Secondary Education

Department of Mathematics
BS Applied Mathematics
BS Mathematics
BS Mathematics, Secondary Education
MS Applied Mathematics
MS Mathematics, Secondary Education

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Department of Civil, Architectural, Agricultural and Environmental Engineering
BS Architectural Engineering
BS Civil Engineering
MS Civil Engineering

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Design
BS Agricultural Science, Earth and Environmental Sciences
BS Agricultural Science, Natural Resources and Environmental Design
BS Landscape Architecture
MS Plant and Soil Science

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS

Department of Business Administration
BS Finance
BS Management
BS Marketing
MSM Management

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Department of Curriculum and Instruction
BS Elementary Education
BS Special Education
MAED Elementary Education, General
MS Instructional Technology

SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY

Department of Graphic Communications Systems
BS Graphic Communication Systems
BS Technology Education
MS Technology Education
2003-2004

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Department of Physics
BS  Engineering Physics
BS  Physics
BS  Physics, Secondary Education

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Department of Animal Sciences
BS  Animal Science
BS  Laboratory Animal Science
MS  Animal Health Science

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
Department of Business Education
BS  Business Education

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Department of Human Performance and Leisure Studies
BS  Physical Education, Fitness/Wellness Management Concentration
BS  Physical Education, Teaching
BS  Recreation Administration
MS  Physical Education, Teaching

SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY
Department of Construction Management and Safety
BS  Construction Management
BS  Occupational Safety and Health

Department of Electronics and Computer Technology
BS  Electronics Technology

CENTER FOR DISTANCE LEARNING

CENTER FOR STUDENT SUCCESS

LIBRARY

MILITARY SCIENCE

SUMMER SCHOOL

CONTINUING EDUCATION
2004-2005

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Department of Foreign Languages
BA  Romance Languages and Literatures, French
BA  Romance Languages and Literatures, Spanish
BS  Romance Languages and Literatures, French, Secondary Education
BS  Romance Languages and Literatures, Spanish, Secondary Education

Department Journalism and Mass Communications
BA  Speech
BA  Speech Pathology/Audiology
BS  Broadcast Production
BS  Electronic Media & Journalism
BS  Media Management
BS  Print Journalism
BS  Public Journalism

Department of Psychology
BA  Psychology

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Department of Computer Science
BS  Computer Science
MS  Computer Science

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
BS  Electrical Engineering
MS  Electrical Engineering
PhD  Electrical Engineering

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS

Department of Economics and Transportation
BS  Economics
BS  Transportation

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

SCHOOL OF NURSING
BS  Nursing

AIR FORCE ROTC
2005-2006

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Department of Biology
BS  Biology
BS  Biology, Secondary Education
MS  Biology
MS  Biology, Secondary Education

Department of Political Science
BA  Political Science
BS  Criminal Justice

Department of Visual and Performing Arts
BA  Music
BA  Visual Arts, Art Education
BFA  Professional Theatre
BS  Music Education
BS  Visual Arts, Art Education

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Department of Mechanical and Chemical Engineering
BS  Chemical Engineering
BS  Mechanical Engineering
MS  Chemical Engineering
MS  Mechanical Engineering
PhD  Mechanical Engineering

Department of Civil, Architectural, Agricultural and Environmental Engineering
BS  Bioenvironmental Engineering

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Department of Human Environment and Family Sciences
BS  Child Development and Family Studies
BS  Child Development Early Education and Family Studies (B-K), Teaching
BS  Family and Consumer Sciences (Fashion Merchandising and Design)
BS  Family and Consumer Sciences Education
BS  Food and Nutritional Sciences (Dietetics)
BS  Food and Nutritional Sciences (Food Science)
MS  Food and Nutritional Sciences

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Department of Human Development and Services
MSA  School Administration

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE